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The development and spread of bow technology across North America has spawned considerable archeolog-
ical debate for more than 100 years.1–7 Various schemes 
have been proposed for the spread of bow technology 
from Asia between 4000 and 2000 BP. Despite the debate 
over the exact timing, bow technology was present across 
the North American continent by AD 400–800. In the an-
cient American Southwest, the earliest indications of bow 
use occur in the AD 100–400 interval.8 In this paper, we 
focus on the timing of the adoption of bow technology in 
the northern Puebloan Southwest and its relationship to 
sedentism, warfare, and social complexity. We also dis-
cuss various locales with early bow use in the northern 
Southwest (Fig. 1). We evaluate the evidence with regard 
to the social coercion and warfare theories discussed by 
Bingham and his colleagues in this issue.9,10 
A Brief Sketch of Early Puebloan History 
To assess how the introduction of bow technology to the 
Southwest potentially affected cultural developments in 
the region, we need to briefly outline early Pueblo cul-
tural history, with particular attention to the roughly 
500-year interval during the first millennium AD. The 
original framework for discussing Puebloan history in 
the Southwest is designated as the Pecos Classifica-
tion. It was intended as a developmental rather than 
chronological framework and assumed a progression 
from the distant past to ethnographic Puebloan groups.11 
The sequence consists of three Basketmaker periods (I-
III) at the early end and five Puebloan stages (I-V). Bas-
ketmaker I was later abandoned, as it corresponded to 
late Archaic, pre-Puebloan developments. The Pecos 
framework is still commonly used, although the notion 
of “progressive” development has been dropped and re-
placed by simple chronological intervals. In the many de-
cades since its formulation, archeologists have fleshed 
out the details of cultural change throughout most of the 
Southwest, There currently exist a plethora of regional 
sequences and phase names. 
Central to cultural developments throughout the en-
tire Southwest is the use of cultigens, particularly maize. 
Whether adopted in situ by foragers or introduced by mi-
grant farmer-foragers,12 maize was present in the South-
west by about 2100 BC.13 Maize, or the use of domesticates 
more generally, was a critical defining characteristic of the 
Basketmaker II period as originally conceived, which was 
designated as the prepottery, atlatl-using, initial farming 
stage (Fig. 2). This interval is very lengthy (ca. 2100 BC–
AD 400) and the earliest portion of it, before 400 BC, is 
still poorly known. Nonetheless, by at least 400 BC and 
perhaps hundreds of years earlier, there is good evidence 
that Basketmaker groups in various areas were largely de-
pendent on maize agriculture.14–18 
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Abstract 
In the ancient American Southwest, use of the bow developed relatively rapidly among Pueblo people by the fifth century AD. 
This new technology replaced the millennia-old atlatl and dart weaponry system. Roughly 150 years later in the AD 600s, Pueblo 
socioeconomic organization began to evolve rapidly, as many groups adopted a much more sedentary life. Multiple factors 
converged to allow this sedentary pattern to emerge, but the role of the bow in this process has not been fully explored. In this 
paper, we trace the development of the bow and discuss its role as sedentism emerged and social changes occurred in ancient 
Puebloan society from the fifth through seventh centuries AD. 
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Despite the reliance on maize, Basketmaker II popula-
tions seem to have maintained considerable residential 
mobility; certainly the degree of sedentism increased in 
the centuries after AD 400. It also seems true that the 
Neolithic demographic transition did not occur until af-
ter the addition of ceramics, bean cultivation, and use 
of improved maize varieties.16,18 Basketmaker II settle-
ments were primarily small in scale, housing residential 
groups comprising extended or larger nuclear families. 
According to the original formulation, the Basketmaker 
III period saw the addition of two new technologies 
with important economic consequences: pottery and the 
bow and arrow. Significant, too, was the addition of do-
mesticated beans and turkey husbandry if not outright 
domestication. 
The key interval during the long Basketmaker era was 
the Basketmaker II to III transition, or roughly AD 400–
525. As the senior author noted more than a decade ago,19 
key aspects of the ancient Pueblo way of life were em-
braced during this period, establishing the primary pat-
tern followed for more than a millennium of subsequent 
development. Important aspects of this adaptation in-
cluded a commitment to maize agriculture, cultivation of 
beans, use of ceramics,20 construction and use of large, 
deep pithouses, and a commitment to a much more sed-
entary way of life. 
Earliest Evidence of Bow Use in the Southwest 
Because of A.V. Kidder’s original Pecos classification and 
division between Basketmaker II and III, most archeol-
ogists have assumed that bow technology was not part 
of the Basketmaker II adaptation. In fact, most continue 
to list the bow as a differentiating trait for the succeed-
ing Basketmaker III period. However, there is evidence 
across the Southwest of bow use before AD 500 and per-
haps as early as AD 100. 
Kidder and other archeologists of his time certainly 
had good reason to believe that bow and arrow technol-
ogy was absent during Basketmaker II but present during 
Basketmaker III. They had the good fortune of recover-
ing the perishable components: the actual atlatls, darts, 
bows, and arrows. In all cases where they excavated in 
preceramic contexts, bow technology was absent but at-
latl technology was present. In contrast, from ceramic 
contexts, Kidder and his colleagues recovered bow tech-
nology and, in the earliest of these, such as Broken Flute 
Cave of the Prayer Rock district in northeast Arizona,21 
Figure 1. Map of the Four Corners region of the 
North American Southwest showing the locations of 
sites discussed in this article.  
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the last traces of atlatl technology (Fig. 2). 
With the advent of AMS dating, we now know that 
many of the Basketmaker II contexts excavated by Kid-
der and his contemporaries were relatively early, of-
ten before the BC/ AD boundary. As a result of largeand 
small-scale contract archeology projects and research 
conducted with old collections over the last 30 years, 
considerably more is known about the temporal pattern 
of these technologies. The current evidence suggests that 
introduction of the bow and arrow had a complicated 
temporal and spatial pattern. In a general sense, the old 
framework is correct: By about AD 500, the bow and ar-
row was in general use and was the preferred projectile 
weapon for hunting or war. But before its ubiquitous use, 
bow technology made a spotty appearance in the north-
ern Southwest, perhaps as early as AD 100. It also seems 
clear that the earliest use of this technology occurred in 
more northerly areas around the periphery of the Four 
Corners region. 
Direct radiocarbon dates on atlatls, along with asso-
ciated dates for dart points from secure stratigraphic 
contexts, confirm that atlatls have great antiquity in the 
Southwest and likely arrived with the initial migrants 
from northeast Asia or elsewhere (Paleoindian atlatls are 
reported by Hemmings 22 and Whittaker 23). Continued 
use of the atlatl up through the introduction of the bow 
and pottery is also verified by direct dating or strati-
graphic associations with reliable dates. For example, an 
atlatl from Antelope Cave on the Arizona Strip has a di-
rect date of 1850660 BP (Beta-839424), which is late Bas-
ketmaker II (cal. AD 20–340, 2 sigma). 
As with atlatl technology, archeologists have recovered 
the perishable and nonperishable components of bow 
technology from numerous sites throughout the South-
west: arrows, foreshafts, bows, bow strings, and arrow 
points. Unfortunately, direct radiocarbon dates on arrows 
or bows are exceedingly rare and the timing for the intro-
duction of this technology is generally based on ceramic 
associations and tree-ring dates. Almost invariably, the 
remains of bow technology are recovered from deposi-
tional layers or features that also contained ceramics. 
When these layers or features also yield datable tree-ring 
samples, this more than compensates for the lack of di-
rect dating on bow or arrow remains, since the chron-
ological resolution of dendrochronology allows precise 
dating for the emergence of a given technology, provided 
the contextual associations are accurately recorded. For 
example, when Earl Morris excavated sites in the Prayer 
Rock District of northeast Arizona, he uncovered bow 
and arrow fragments from pithouses that were tree-ring 
dated to AD 470–520 (early Basketmaker III).21,25 
Differentiating arrow from dart points when the or-
ganic components, such as shafts, are missing, as they 
almost always are at open sites, is often problematic. 
Point size is a critical variable, with dart tips gener-
ally being much larger than arrow tips. These are often 
best summarized by size differences in the hafted ele-
ments (stems), on account of the reduced shaft diame-
ter of arrows (or arrow foreshafts) when compared to 
darts (or dart foreshafts). Statistical verification comes 
from Shott’s26 expansion of Thomas’s5 study of hafted 
dart and arrow points, which demonstrates significant 
differences in summary metric data between dart and 
arrow points in virtually all measures. Shott’s threshold 
value for distinguishing between dart and arrow points 
is a shoulder width of 20 mm. Other researchers have 
emphasized neck width,27,28 with arrow points measur-
ing 6 mm or less. 
Given the limited sample of hafted projectiles, espe-
cially dart points, it is possible that some of the variabil-
ity within certain regions has not been adequately char-
acterized, with darts points that are within the threshold 
values for arrow points or vice versa. As a result, points 
of intermediate size might be wrongly classified, result-
ing in the inference that bow technology was present far 
earlier than it actually was. This seems to be the case 
in the southern Southwest with Cienega points, which 
Silva29 subdivided into four subtypes, two of which she 
thought functioned exclusively as arrow tips, based 
on Shott’s metrics; two-thirds of another subtype, she 
also classified as arrow points. This was taken as evi-
dence that bow technology may have been in use as early 
Figure 2. Chronological bar graph showing ancient 
Pueblo periods of interest and timing of critical 
events, including earliest bow use.  
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as 800 BC (beginning of the Cienega Phase) in south-
east Arizona. However, the classificatory criteria devel-
oped by Shott might not adequately cover the range of 
variability in the size of dart or arrow points. In other 
words, Cienega points might be smaller than the hafted 
dart points that Shott used to generate his classificatory 
functions. Since his sample did not include any hafted 
specimens from southern Arizona, it is possible that dart 
points in this area were simply reduced in size and had 
a change in morphology (San Pedro to Cienega), lead-
ing up to the start of the Common Era. Certainly, projec-
tile point size changed rather drastically by the Tortolita 
Phase (AD 450– 600)30 when there is little doubt that the 
bow and arrow was in use. The same pattern occurs else-
where in the Southwest and Great Basin: At some junc-
ture, there is such miniaturization of point size that sta-
tistical classification procedures are hardly called for to 
decide whether an item tipped an arrow or a dart. 
With regard to the specimens used by Shott26 it is 
worth noting that the Basketmaker II specimens, which 
included those from a hunter’s bag at Sand Dune Cave, 
are large projectile points in primary form, most not ex-
hibiting obvious traces of use, resharpening, or rejuve-
nation. This might be expected for items cached away 
for future use. These hafted pristine or nearly pristine 
points are not representative of the size range of Basket-
maker II points, which are often found at habitations. 
These points appear to be reduced in size from use, re-
sharpening, breakage, and refurbishment. Figure 3 illus-
trates this issue using one of the six hafted dart point 
foreshafts that came from the Sand Dune Cave hunter’s 
bag (cache 1)31 along with other projectile points exca-
vated from open Basketmaker II sites of the area.8 These 
points appear to have been resharpened and perhaps re-
worked after breaking. The shoulder width for three of 
these points is less than 20 mm, and thus arrow-sized ac-
cording to Shott’s criteria, yet such an assignment would 
doubtless be an error. Certainly we would never argue 
for bow use at any of these sites based on such evidence. 
The important issue is that if Shott had access to darts 
points that reflected the full spectrum of their use-life 
rather than mainly the start, then the gray area between 
dart and arrow points would be much larger and assign-
ment to one technology or another more nebulous and 
speculative. 
Lyman and others7 suggest that there is a general evo-
lutionary process surrounding the introduction of the 
bow and arrow and, perhaps, the introduction of new 
technology generally. The process is one of greater di-
versity early that becomes winnowed out through time 
as less-efficient variants stop being made. The initial di-
versity of arrow points is mainly attributable to experi-
mentation with this new technology until suitable point 
tips were worked out. This early diversity is increased by 
the overlap of the two weapon systems, but the diversity 
is perhaps exaggerated because of the inability of arche-
ologists to distinguish between dart and arrow points. 
Unless one wants to make the rather tenuous argu-
ment for independent invention of this rather compli-
cated projectile system, bow use in southern Arizona by 
800 BC would be substantially earlier than elsewhere in 
the Southwest or indeed the Great Basin, Intermountain 
region, or the Great Plains, areas the technology pre-
sumably would have spread through in order to arrive 
in the Tucson area. So, until bow or arrow portions from 
the southern deserts of the Southwest are directly dated 
to earlier than about 400 AD or until Cienega points are 
found hafted to certain arrows, then we side with those 
who consider Cienega points to be dart tips.32,33 Roth and 
her colleagues’30 recent review of evidence for the ap-
pearance of bow technology in the Mogollon region also 
places it at around AD 500, essentially the same time as 
in the southern deserts. 
On the Colorado Plateau, the timing of bow and arrow 
introduction depends on where one looks. For much of 
the area south of the Colorado River in Arizona and New 
Mexico, the technology appears to date to roughly the 
same as for the Mogollon area and southern Arizona, to 
Figure 3. Contrast in size be-
tween a hafted Basketmaker 
II dart point in primary form 
that occurred within a cached 
hunter’s bag and Basketmaker 
II dart points found at open 
sites of the same area; these 
dart points have been re-
sharpened or rejuvenated af-
ter breaking. All sites occur on 
the Rainbow Plateau, SE Utah 
(see Geib8).  
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around AD 500. On the northern Colorado Plateau of Utah 
and Colorado there is good evidence of bow use several 
centuries before this (see recent review in Geib8). The ev-
idence not only includes obvious arrow points - those of 
such a small size that no one would doubt an arrow tip 
assignment (Fig. 4) - but also arrow and bow portions 
such as those from Unit V at Cowboy Cave.34 
Geib and Spurr35 suggest that the bow was in use on 
portions of Rainbow Plateau near the Arizona-Utah bor-
der by the AD 300s and perhaps as early as AD 220.8 This 
is based on the average of six contemporaneous radiocar-
bon assays on maize from a small habitation (Mountain-
view) that produced unmistakable arrow points of such a 
small size that an arrow tip assignment is beyond doubt, 
along with a full sequence of manufacturing failures from 
their production.8 Also present at the Mountainview site 
was early brown pottery. Further north at a site in Glen 
Canyon, Utah, there is evidence of bow use potentially as 
early as AD 100,36 although the dating could benefit from 
refinement. At the Sandy Ridge site near Moab, Utah, ar-
row points were recovered from a pithouse that is moder-
ately well dated to the interval of roughly 200–300 AD.37 
This is almost identical to the Mountainview finding but, 
at Sandy Ridge, there was no evidence of pottery use. 
The evidence of bow use by around AD 200–300 on the 
Rainbow Plateau, in portions of Glen Canyon and near 
Moab, does not mean that all groups occupying portions 
of the Four Corners area at this time used the bow and 
arrow. Indeed, even on the Rainbow Plateau, there are 
sites dated to the AD 200–300 interval that lack any ev-
idence of bow use, but that do contain dart points. Also, 
there are some areas of dense late Basketmaker II occu-
pation (ca. AD 1–400) in both southeast Utah and north-
east Arizona that lack any evidence of bow and arrow 
technology, areas that have been well investigated by 
both survey and excavation. The best examples are Cedar 
Mesa and northern Black Mesa (see Smiley 38). In other 
words, the evidence of bow use during Basketmaker II 
seems very patchy and limited to a time late in the pe-
riod, after the beginning of the Common Era. 
Bow Use in Warfare 
Much has been written on the role of the bow in ancient 
warfare. Here we offer a brief discussion of the role of 
the bow in ancient Southwestern warfare. The archeo-
logical literature on Southwestern warfare has exploded 
over the last 15 years.39–48 The emerging consensus is that 
warfare was an important component of culture change 
in the past, in contrast with the classic monolithic, peace-
ful, Apollonian view of Pueblo people.49 The Southwest 
record makes it clear that significant intergroup conflict 
predated the advent of bow technology. There are two 
massacre assemblages known for the Basketmaker II pe-
riod: Wetherill’s Cave 7 in southeast Utah50 and Battle 
Cave in northeast Arizona.51 Both of these assemblages 
predate the use of bow and arrow technology. There also 
is plenty of compelling evidence for intergroup conflict 
Figure 4. Contrast in size 
between arrow points and 
dart points at two largely 
contemporaneous sites on 
the Rainbow Plateau, SE 
Utah (see Geib8).  
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during Basketmaker II, such as full head scalps,52,53 rock 
art depictions of atlatl fights,51 single individuals with 
perimortem damage (for example, the Red Canyon skull 
reported by Turner and Turner51), and even defensive 
sites, such as the “Rock Island site” Cedar Mesa, Utah.54 
If anything, there appears to have been a decline in in-
tergroup conflict during the first few centuries after the 
introduction of the bow and arrow. There are no known 
examples of massacre assemblages during Basketmaker 
III nor are single skeletons reported that have perimor-
tem damage that could be attributed to intergroup con-
flict. Not until the Pueblo I period, a few hundred years 
after the introduction of the bow and arrow, are there 
unmistakable signs of warfare. The best example of this 
is Sacred Ridge in southeast Colorado, where at least 35 
individuals were dispatched at one time.55 
Why the Switch to Bow-Arrow Technology? 
An extensive literature exists on the nature of the tran-
sition from atlatldart to bow-arrow technology, as men-
tioned earlier. The discussion here is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but rather to frame the arguments. Emerg-
ing from the new archeology of the 1960s and a general-
systems theory perspective, Glassow56 advocated the in-
terconnectivity of multiple Basketmaker technological 
changes, including the move to bowarrow use: Covarying 
with the changes in storage and conversion facilities is 
a shift from one type of hunting weapon to another: the 
atlatl and dart to the bow and arrow. He saw this shift as 
probably directly related to the restructuring of human 
activities from Early to Late Basketmaker times. The bow 
and arrow would have improved efficiency by providing 
the advantages of ambush, expanding the hunt to more 
thickly wooded lands, and perhaps by increasing the va-
riety of smaller animals that could be effectively hunted. 
Raymond57:171 concluded that “it is generally consid-
ered. . .that the bow and arrow replaced the atlatl be-
cause the bow is a superior weapon. . .. [But] people 
did not embrace bow and arrow technology because it 
packs a bigger punch than the atlatl, since it does not.. . . 
[Rather] the chief advantage of the bow and arrow lies in 
the ease and swiftness of the movements involved when 
shooting the projectile.” 
LeBlanc44:99–100 noted that “an arrow shot from a self-
bow flies more than 50 percent faster than a dart thrown 
from an atlatl. . .. These measurements were taken with 
ethnographically collected weapons at a time when bow 
technology was declining. . .. Therefore, it can be sur-
mised that, in the Southwest, the self-bow was a po-
tentially more dangerous weapon than the atlatl.” In 
contrast to LeBlanc’s view, Shott6 concluded that ethno-
graphic data do not suggest that the bow was more effi-
cient than atlatl-driven darts. But, he noted the lack of 
ethnographic data on the issue. 
In our view, there are at least three key benefits of the 
bow over the atlatl and dart. One of these concerns the 
learning curve for effective use, which is steep for the at-
latl and dart but comparatively shallow for the bow and 
arrow. Geib has observed this in demonstrations of pre-
historic technology to school children. Most first-time-
users of the atlatl and dart have difficulty deploying the 
implement, sometimes even after repeated instruction, 
whereas most first-time-users of a bow readily achieve 
proficiency and can hit targets with a fair degree of ac-
curacy after just a few shots. 
Two somewhat related key benefits of bows over at-
latls concern bodily movement and space, with compar-
atively little of both required for effective use of the bow 
but the opposite for the atlatl. One can shoot a bow while 
crouched in cover or within the confines of a small room 
and send the arrow flying with potentially deadly force 
through a slit the size of a peep hole. This could never be 
done with an atlatl and dart, which require a minimum 
of 1–2 meters of open space around the user and a step 
or two forward for optimal force delivery. Archeologists 
who have tried hunting with atlatls immediately learn 
that it is the necessary bodily motion in use that reduces 
the effectiveness of the atlatl in hunting situations except 
against a milling herd, since it startles the game animal 
into flight or evasive action.58 With bow technology, this 
aspect has minimal significance and hunters often note 
that it is string noise on release rather than any motion 
that might startle game. 
Discussing osteological evidence from across North 
America, Lambert observed that after AD 500, there was 
a substantial increase in the frequency of reported inju-
ries attributable to violence.59 Is this finding related to 
the widespread adoption of bow technology after 500? 
It certainly seems likely. Lambert goes on to suggest that 
once one group in an area adopts a certain advantageous 
technology, other groups often feel pressured to do so 
as well in order to maintain levels of security. In other 
words, the introduction of a militarily beneficial technol-
ogy like the bow can lead to a small-scale arms races and 
further advances in technology. 
Early bow use does not seem to be correlated with any 
particular change in environment or inferred availabil-
ity of game animals. Moreover, the bow is not necessar-
ily a superior killing implement to the atlatl since that 
depends on various factors, including the game animals, 
the environment (open grasslands versus dense woods), 
and the social context of hunting (group versus individ-
ual, men alone versus women and children). So it strains 
credibility to suggest that advantages in hunting alone 
can explain the rather sudden replacement of one tech-
nology by another. Success in hunting with the bow and 
arrow by early adopters of the technology might have ex-
erted some selective pressure for adjacent groups to fol-
low suit, but we believe that a more significant point had 
to do with competitive intergroup relationships. In short, 
we suggest that the widespread adoption of the bow 
eventually conferred a significant military advantage on 
the initial adopting groups, either for defense or offense, 
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and probably both. Subsequently, the competition from 
these groups either directly or indirectly caused others 
to respond by adopting the same technology. 
Warfare Versus Social Coercion Theory 
In the introduction and conclusion to this issue, Bing-
ham and coworkers 9,10 present two theories to explain 
the emergence of bow-arrow technology: warfare and so-
cial coercion. Evaluating the data from the ancient Pueblo 
world, we do not find direct support for the warfare the-
ory. With the emergence of the bow in the AD 100–400 
interval, we see no evidence of an increase in warfare or 
conflict during this period. One of the key tenets of war-
fare theory states that warfare will increase concurrently 
with adoption of bow technology; this is not supported 
by data from the Pueblo Southwest. In contrast, the data 
show a significant lag, with warfare/conflict on the rise by 
perhaps the late-600s to late-700s.44 This finding supports 
social coercion theory, which invokes a lag time between 
the emergence of bow technology and local increases in 
warfare and social conflict. Furthermore, social coercion 
theory proposes that increased warfare will follow other 
symptoms of increasing complexity, which we do see in 
ancient Southwest. Finally, social coercion theory predicts 
that “local introduction of improved weaponry will be fol-
lowed rapidly by increases in social scale and economic in-
tensification.”9 We do find support for this prediction in 
the archeological record of the Southwest. In summary, 
we do not find data to support warfare theory but do see 
support for social coercion theory. 
Conclusions 
We have evaluated the data for the emergence of bow 
and arrow technology in the ancient Pueblo Southwest. 
We reach several conclusions on the basis of our study: 
1. Bow-arrow technology appeared in the ancient South-
west during the AD 100–400 interval. 
2. At about the same time, during the late Basketmaker 
II period, ancient Pueblo culture made the transition 
from mobile to a much more sedentary lifestyle., 
3. Bow technology improved the ability of southwestern 
and other North American groups to conduct war-
fare, but the emergence of the bow did not result in 
immediate warfare or conflict. Rather, we see a lag 
of several hundred before evidence of warfare in the 
record appears after AD 650 or 700. 
4. Bow and arrow technology was part of a suite of 
traits that increased social complexity among an-
cient Pueblo groups. 
5. Of the two theories, warfare or social coercion, we 
find greater support for social coercion theory as 
we assess the archeological record of the ancient 
Pueblo Southwest.    
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